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Abstract 

Dressing boxes have a long history. They were called "wedding dresses" in Ming and Qing 
Dynasties and used to store cosmetics, dressing utensils, hair accessories, etc. After Ming 
and Qing Dynasties, "makeup" gradually retired and was replaced by what we called 
"dressing boxes" or "jewelry boxes", which have roughly the same functions. In this 
paper, the design prototype of ancient dressing box is used for reference, and the volume, 
shape and materials of modern jewelry are combined to improve the quality of life of 
contemporary women, increase the exquisiteness of daily home life, and provide 
reference for the development of multifunctional dressing box. 
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1. Research background 

In ancient Chinese Mulan Ci, women's makeup was described as "when the window was used 
to manage the clouds and temples, and when the mirror was painted yellow". Since ancient 
times, women's cosmetics and toiletries have been multifarious. Apart from bronze mirrors and 
grates, there are also pieces of powder, powder, grease, fine flowers and yellow forehead, 
headdresses, earrings, ornaments and hand decorations. Because there are many articles, it is 
inconvenient to place and use, so jewelry boxes and dressing boxes came into being. "Bride" is 
a special container for cosmetics, toiletries, hair accessories, etc. It can be traced back to the 
Spring and Autumn Period and Warring States Period, and gradually retired after the Ming and 
Qing Dynasties. Instead, it is an object called "dressing box" or "jewelry box". In ancient China, 
the dressing box was an indispensable dowry for women when they got married, and it was 
also the most beautiful magic weapon for ancient women. 

Modern dressing boxes are mostly practical and simple, while ancient dressing boxes are more 
gorgeous. The small dressing box contains the superb craftsmanship and rich imagination of 
artisans from ancient times to the present, and bears witness to all the brilliance of mankind in 
the long process of pursuing beauty and decoration. 

Based on "products", the package form of logs is determined by combining the factors such as 
the volume, shape and material of jewelry itself. Market-oriented, through exhibitions, official 
website, Taobao, APP and other forms to understand the market development trend, from the 
perspective of ergonomics to create a design that improves the quality of life and has certain 
artistic value. 

2. Design orientation analysis 

2.1. Changes in social background 

Contemporary society is different from ancient society, men basically don't have hair storage, 
the environment is changing, and fewer people use dressing boxes than before. However, 
according to the survey, women aged 18-50 who have a certain pursuit of life and a small 
number of men all want to have an article for daily dressing, that is, a dressing box. 
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With the development and changes of the times, the precious dressing boxes gradually fade out 
of people's daily life, and are replaced by practical plastic, wooden and leather jewelry boxes. 
Merchants have raised the cost control to a certain position in the design process, and 
independent craftsmen have become scarce resources. The corresponding exclusive 
customized dressing boxes are very costly due to materials and manpower. Merchants have 
positioned their products on modern products with mass production and higher replacement 
rate, and are more willing to invest in design. 

2.2. Analysis of consumer groups 

In recent years, women occupy important positions in all walks of life, and their economic 
independence and personal income increase, which make women have huge consumption 
potential. Through the investigation and study of the existing dressing boxes in the market, it is 
found that poor quality, no sense of design, average texture, poor practicality and inconvenient 
carrying are the five major problems that plague the dressing box consumers. 

Women around the age of 18 are basically in the period of students or not long after graduation, 
in the stage of career start and personal struggle. They have some disposable money, but not 
much, and have a certain life pursuit. They pay special attention to their appearance and dress, 
and they will buy some jewelry and cosmetics, but most of them are not expensive, and they 
will buy dressing boxes, but the price will not be too high. 

Women around the age of 30 are the main buyers, who have some experience in life and some 
savings, and pursue a high-quality and romantic life. When they buy goods, they have higher 
requirements for quality, and jewelry and other items begin to increase, and they will buy high-
quality makeup boxes that meet their identity and taste. The jewelry box designed for this kind 
of people is made of walnut, which is of good quality. 

Women under the age of 50 may have different feelings for dressing boxes, such as nostalgia, 
pinning their feelings, etc. They are more concerned with the function, meaning and material of 
dressing boxes. Moreover, this group of people are mostly mothers, and their children will buy 
a simple, elegant and connotative jewelry box for their mothers, which is generally expensive. 

This design is aimed at young people aged 18-35. Most of the groups in this age group are white-
collar workers and college students with certain economic and aesthetic abilities. They like 
novel and interesting things with a sense of design, do not stick to the rules, and have a strong 
sense of environmental protection and aesthetic appeal. Multi-functional product design is the 
embodiment of adapting to the changes and development of the times. 

2.3. Sorting of functional requirements 

The functional requirements of consumers considering buying jewelry boxes are mainly four 
points: aesthetic function, storage function, protection function and decoration function. 
Aesthetics is one of the most important functional factors for consumers to consider when 
purchasing jewelry boxes. Women of different ages have the heart to love beauty. It is the nature 
of most people to like jewelry and beautiful things, while jewelry boxes carry women's desire 
for beautiful pursuit. A good design room should take into account the aesthetic requirements 
of different groups of people, and strive to achieve both elegance and vulgarity. The storage 
function is undoubtedly the most basic function of the jewelry box. The jewelry box designed 
according to the needs of consumers is divided into several layers and each layer has several 
square grids, which are used to store jewelry with different shapes and materials. The 
placement position is specially set, which is not only orderly, but also very convenient to take. 
Soft materials can be placed inside the jewelry box for partition, so as to avoid scratching 
jewelry. The most important thing is to prevent some jewelry materials from being oxidized 
and discolored due to air and environmental factors. In addition, the jewelry box can beautify 
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and decorate the whole space in the home space environment, and play a proper role in 
decorating the home environment in different tone atmosphere. 

3. Design diagram of multifunctional dressing box 

3.1. Reasonable division of storage space 

A small box is set inside the big box. According to the size, shape and materials of different types 
of jewelry, the multifunctional dressing box is divided into five areas: small area, ring area, 
watch area, middle area and large area, so that each piece of jewelry has its own world. (Figure 
1) 

 

 
Figure 1. Flow chart of space division 

 

3.2. Groove Design and Folding Frame 

A groove is arranged above the dressing box, so that the mobile phone can be securely clamped 
in the dressing box, which is convenient for entertainment during dressing. The antique folding 
frame is free to open and close at any angle, which takes up no space at all. The round mirror 
has more aesthetic color and classical charm. 

3.3. Free combination of the two states 

Traction hardware is built in the left side, which can be used as a cosmetic box to store 
cosmetics at ordinary times. After makeup is finished, the use form can be changed in time by 
hollowing out on both sides, which makes it convenient to take out the ornaments hanging 
inside the box, which not only ensures the flexibility of space, but also contributes to the daily 
protection of jewelry.(Figure 2) 

 

 
Figure 2. Internal structure diagram 

 

4. Design perception 

The combination of classical and modern, multifunctional design combines cosmetic box and 
jewelry box into one, saving space and bringing different beauty experiences to users. When 
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designing a product, the designer's design style and emotional expression must conform to the 
age, level and aesthetic taste of the target group, so as to resonate with it. Good material and 
structure can avoid physical and chemical damage to the utmost extent, and play a better role 
in storing and protecting jewelry, and at the same time, it is also convenient to carry and open. 
The design of dressing box seems simple, but in fact, there are many considerations. A box is a 
small world. 
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